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This user-friendly, best-selling lab manual examines the basic processes of geology and their

applications to everyday life. Featuring contributions from over 170 highly regarded geologists and

geoscience educators, along with an exceptional illustration program by Dennis Tasa,  Laboratory

Manual in Physical Geology,   Ninth Edition offers a new activities-based approach that gives you a

more complete learning experience in the lab.
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Richard M. Busch is a Professor of Geology at West Chester University of Pennsylvania. He holds

degrees in geology from Franklin & Marshall College (A.B.), Temple University (M.A.), and

University of Pittsburgh (PhD) and has published scholarly work in both geology and geoscience

education. For the past 30 years he has been teaching geology to undergraduate majors and

non-majors. For the past 22 years he has been teaching classes on science teaching methods for

majors in elementary and secondary education. He also has work experience as a hydrogeologist,

museum educator, and consultant on stratigraphy and science education. His work as Editor of the

AGI-NAGT Lab Manual in Physical Geology spans eight editions over 22 years, during which time

he has also been involved in the in the development of K-16 textbooks and ancillary products.Ã‚Â 

Unfortunately the description for the E-textbook says nothing about not being able to print the

pages. I have to have a copy of the pages from the book to do the labs required for my class. Still



trying to figure out how to do this without spending the money for the e-book and buying the book

also. Don't get the e-book if you will need to use pages from the book!

I saw that this was available for Kindle for cheaper than paperback, so I decided to purchase it as

textbooks are expensive enough. The book itself is fine content-wise; it is for a fairly basic geology

class and therefore it is fairly simple. However, our professor makes us turn in the lab assignments

straight from the pages in the lab book, and that becomes a problem with the Kindle edition. Luckily

through other programs I have been able to make it work, but it causes me about an extra hour and

a half per week of work that must be done to make Kindle pages usable for the lab. If you are going

to buy this for Kindle, make sure that your professor will accept the labs as another format

(spreadsheet, write-up, etc). My professor has been very lenient with me on this, but not all will be. I

would honestly just recommend that any student shell out the extra cash and buy the paper version.

It just makes life much easier.

Overall, this is a good manual. I am not a Geology (or any science-based) major but it did a good

job explaining things at a beginner level. Some of the lab and assignment questions were

redundant. The pictures were also not always clear which left me guessing at the answers. Still a

great manual for an introductory or elective course in Geology covering the basics.

I got this book because I needed it for class but it is pretty interesting. I work at an Engineering firm

so a lot of what they talk about in every day situations at work is in this book. Now I don't have to

feel so clueless as to what they are talking about with SOME stuff.Please let me know if my review

helped in your decision making process one way or the other. =)

Purchased from .com LLC in new condition. Arrived promptly in a secure book-specific box and in

excellent condition.The resource itself is very good and very detailed. We used this lab manual

sparingly as a complement to the Intro to Geology course that I took, however, I found it to be more

worthwhile than the actual textbook that was required as it had more useful and more thorough

information that was neither elementary or too far advanced.The labs covered many different topics

and were very useful in helping to apply the information in meaningful ways.Solid intro book that

could be used to learn a lot on your own.

decent quality and great source to use



This lab manual was pretty great. It is large and quite heavy, definitely a bigger book than any other

I have had for class yet. The pictures and maps are amazing, as well as the charts. We spent a

significant amount of time on minerals and rocks in this class and it gives amazing description,

pictures and tables that break down the subject well.

This book was required for a class at Northern Virginia Community College. I did perfectly fine in the

class and only opened the book a handful of times. Information was adequate but could have

figured it out without the book.
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